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Seemingly simple back then...



Complex today...
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Table 1
Factor classification

Risk type Description Examples

Common
(113)

Financial
(46)

Proxy for aggregate financial market movement, including market
portfolio returns, volatility, squared market returns, among others

Sharpe (1964): market returns; Kraus and Litzenberger (1976): squared
market returns

Macro
(40)

Proxy for movement in macroeconomic fundamentals, including
consumption, investment, inflation, among others

Breeden (1979): consumption growth; Cochrane (1991): investment
returns

Microstructure
(11)

Proxy for aggregate movements in market microstructure or financial
market frictions, including liquidity, transaction costs, among others

Pastor and Stambaugh (2003): market liquidity; Lo and Wang (2006):
market trading volume

Behavioral
(3)

Proxy for aggregate movements in investor behavior, sentiment or
behavior-driven systematic mispricing

Baker and Wurgler (2006): investor sentiment; Hirshleifer and Jiang
(2010): market mispricing

Accounting
(8)

Proxy for aggregate movement in firm-level accounting variables,
including payout yield, cash flow, among others

Fama and French (1992): size and book-to-market; Da and Warachka
(2009): cash flow

Other
(5)

Proxy for aggregate movements that do not fall into the above
categories, including momentum, investors’ beliefs, among others

Carhart (1997): return momentum; Ozoguz (2009): investors’ beliefs

Characteristics
(202)

Financial
(61)

Proxy for firm-level idiosyncratic financial risks, including volatility,
extreme returns, among others

Ang et al. (2006): idiosyncratic volatility; Bali, Cakici, and Whitelaw
(2011): extreme stock returns

Microstructure
(28)

Proxy for firm-level financial market frictions, including short sale
restrictions, transaction costs, among others

Jarrow (1980): short sale restrictions; Mayshar (1981): transaction costs

Behavioral
(3)

Proxy for firm-level behavioral biases, including analyst dispersion,
media coverage, among others

Diether, Malloy, and Scherbina (2002): analyst dispersion; Fang and
Peress (2009): media coverage

Accounting
(87)

Proxy for firm-level accounting variables, including PE ratio,
debt-to-equity ratio, among others

Basu (1977): PE ratio; Bhandari (1988): debt-to-equity ratio

Other
(24)

Proxy for firm-level variables that do not fall into the above categories,
including political campaign contributions, ranking-related firm
intangibles, among others

Cooper, Gulen, and Ovtchinnikov (2010): political campaign
contributions; Edmans (2011): intangibles

The numbers in parentheses represent the number of factors identified. See Table 6 and http://faculty.fuqua.duke.edu/∼charvey/Factor-List.xlsx.
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Factor models and the cross-section of expected stock
returns

I Multi-decade quest: Describe cross-section of excess stock
returns, R, with small number of factor excess returns F

I F is K × 1 with small K
I R is N × 1 with N > K

I Stochastic discount factor (SDF) formulation

M = 1− b′(F − EF ) with E[MR] = 0

I Equivalently, beta-pricing formulation

ER = βEF with β = cov(R,F ′)

I Summarizing of cross-section of expected returns in a
low-dimensional factor model would be useful for

I Performance benchmarking
I Testing structural asset pricing models
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Factor models and the cross-section of expected stock
returns

I Common approach: Try small number of factor portfolios
based on (ad-hoc) stock characteristics

I Example: Fama and French (1993) construct factors based on
size and book-to-market (B/M) equity

M = 1− b1FM − b2FSMB − b3FHML

I M = market index excess return
I SMB = long small stocks, short big stocks
I HML = long high B/M stocks, short low B/M stocks

I Researchers have added additional factors to this model
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Evolution of factor models: Progress?

MKT	 MKT	
SMB		
HML		

MKT	
SMB		
HML	
MOM		

MKT	
SMB	
HML		
RMV	
CMA		

???	



The high-dimensionality challenge

I Popular factor models are sparse in characteristics
I e.g., Fama-French 5-factor model represents the SDF with just

a few characteristics: size, B/M, profits, investment

I Conceptually, is there an economic reason to expect such
sparsity in characteristics?

I Would imply a lot of redundancy among the anomalies that
have been discovered

I Empirically, does a characteristics-sparse representation of the
SDF exist?

I Taking into account all anomalies that have been discovered
I Plus potentially hundreds or thousands of additional stock

characteristics, including interactions
I High-dimensional problem!
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Outline

1. Economic motivation for sparsity

2. Characteristics-based factors: Empirical examples with small
set of anomalies

3. Machine-learning tools for high-dimensional setting

4. Empirical evidence from large sets of anomalies and stock
characteristics

Talk draws on:

I Kozak, S., S. Nagel, and S. Santosh, 2017a, Interpreting
Factor Models, Journal of Finance, forthcoming.

I Kozak, S., S. Nagel, and S. Santosh, 2017b, Shrinking the
Cross-Section, working paper.



1. Economic motivation for sparsity



Economic motivation for an SDF sparse in characteristics?

I Recent 4- or 5-factor models that include profitability and
investment factors motivated by q-theory (Lin and Zhang
2013)

I Similar predictions based on present-value identity (Fama and
French 2016)

I Key idea: optimizing firm should choose investment policy
such that it aligns with E [R] (= cost of capital) and
profitability (= investment payoff)
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q-theory: Links between E [R], profitability, and investment

I One-period investment I0 with uncertain next-period payoff Π,
quadratic adjustment cost, firm faces SDF M with E [M] = 1.

I The firm maximizes

E [MD] with D = I0Π− I0 −
c

2
I 2
0

I Firm first-order condition

I0 =
1

c
(E [MΠ]− 1)

I With return R ≡ Π
E [MΠ] , we get

E [R] =
E [Π]

1 + cI0
I Implies a sparse characteristics-based factor model with

I Expected profitability E [Π]
I Investment I0

as factors.
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Digression: q-theory 6= Rational explanation of
asset-pricing anomalies



q-theory: Sparsity in unobservables, but not in observables

I Variables that explain E [R] in theory
I Expected profitability
I Current (really, planned) investment

are not directly observable

I Empirical factor models instead use observable proxies
I Lagged realized profitability
I Lagged realized investment

⇒ Many additional predictor variables may be required to
adequately capture expected profitability and planned
investment

I Even more so in a more realistic and complex model of firm
investment

⇒ Many additional characteristics may be relevant for predicting
expected returns

I Bottom line: q-theory does not really provide prediction of an
SDF sparse in observable characteristics
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Alternative: Sparse principal components factors

I Absence of near-arbitrage (= extremely high Sharpe Ratios):
Factors earning a substantial risk premium must be a major
source of return co-movement

I NB: applies to “behavioral” and “rational” models

I Typical sets of asset returns have covariance matrix dominated
by a few principal components (PCs) with high variance

I i.e., the first few PCs q1, q2, ... from eigendecomposition of
covariance matrix

Σ = QDQ ′ with Q = (q1, q2, ..., qN)

⇒ An SDF with first few (K ) PC-factor portfolio returns

M = 1− b1q
′
1R − b2q

′
2R − ...− bkq

′
KR

should capture most risk risk premia.
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2. Characteristics-based factors:
Empirical examples with small set of

anomalies



FF 3 factors ≈ First three PCs of 25 SZ/BM portfolios
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First few PCs explain most variance of 2 × 15 anomaly
portfolio returns

PC1 PC1-2 PC1-3 PC1-4 PC1-5

PC factor-model R2

Size 0.08 0.11 0.60 0.64 0.69
Gross Profitability 0.03 0.05 0.13 0.16 0.50
Value 0.02 0.02 0.48 0.67 0.67
ValProf 0.08 0.10 0.34 0.38 0.46
Accruals 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
Net Issuance (rebal.-A) 0.15 0.26 0.27 0.38 0.40
Asset Growth 0.07 0.09 0.22 0.44 0.46
Investment 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.18 0.20
Piotroski’s F-score 0.02 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.16
ValMomProf 0.01 0.44 0.63 0.70 0.80
ValMom 0.03 0.35 0.73 0.73 0.73
Idiosyncratic Volatility 0.34 0.55 0.69 0.92 0.94
Momentum 0.01 0.72 0.72 0.91 0.92
Long Run Reversals 0.01 0.01 0.40 0.52 0.58
Beta Arbitrage 0.14 0.33 0.33 0.46 0.75



Pricing performance of PC-factor models and FF5 factor
Model: Mean-squared alphas (2 × 15 anomaly portfolios)
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Anomaly PC factors absorb FF 5 factors

SMB HML RMV CMV

Mean Return 0.28 0.39 0.26 0.34

4-PC factor alpha 0.11 -0.02 0.09 0.03
χ2 4.82
p-value [0.44]

4 FF-factor SR 0.91
4 PC factor SR 1.12

NB: Market factor omitted from FF factors and PCs



Factor models and 15 anomalies: Summary

I In settings where a few characteristics-based factors are
known do well in pricing,

I PC factors do as well or better
I With smaller number of factors

I What happens with much larger number of
anomalies/characteristics?

I New techniques needed to tackle high-dimensional nature of
the problem
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3. Machine-learning tools for
high-dimensional setting



The high-dimensionality challenge

I Why not just throw in hundreds of factor portfolio returns
into vector F and estimate price-of-risk coefficients b in

M = 1− b′F

I Naive approach:
I With population moments, using E [MR] = 0, we can solve for

b = Σ−1µF

I Estimate with sample equivalent

b̂ = Σ̂−1 1

T

T∑
t=1

Ft ,

I Naive approach would result in extreme overfitting of noise ⇒
Terrible out-of-sample performance.
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Machine-learning tools

I Requires statistical regularization to prevent overfitting
I Shrinkage of regression coefficients (Ridge regression)
I Sparse regression (LASSO)
I Elastic net (combination of Ridge and LASSO)

I Connection to Bayesian estimation: Bring in prior
information/views

I We adapt these methods by bringing in economic motivation
for priors
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Economically motivated priors

I Priors (known Σ):

Ft |µ ∼ N (µ, Σ)

µ ∼ N
(
0, κΣ2

)
I Economic restriction that links first (µ) and second moments

(Σ): implies that high-variance PCs can earn higher Sharpe
Ratios

I True in rational asset pricing models with “macro” factors
I True in behavioral model with sentiment-driven demand and

arbitrageurs (Kozak, Nagel, Santosh 2017a)

I Combining prior with sample data on mean factor returns µT
we get the posterior mean of the SDF coefficients b = Σ−1µ:

b̂ = (Σ + γIK )−1 µT

where γ = 1
κT
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Representation as HJ-distance minimization problem

I We can obtain the same estimator by minimizing the
Hansen-Jagannathan distance subject to an L2-norm penalty
γb′b:

b̂ = arg min
b

{
(µT − ΣTb)′Σ−1

T (µT − ΣTb) + γb′b
}

I Penalty term penalizes fitting the data with big SDF
coefficients

I Effectively down-weights contributions of low-variance PCs to
the overall max. SR

I Similar to ridge regression, but not quite.

I Penalty parameter γ chosen to maximize out-of-sample
performance
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Allowing for sparsity

I A large collection of stock characteristics may contain some
that are “useless” or redundant

I Calls for prior that reflects possibility that many elements of
the b vector may be zero: Sparsity in characteristics

I Laplace prior ⇒ L1 norm penalty

I Two-penalty Specification

b̂ = arg min
b

(µT − ΣTb)′Σ−1
T (µT − ΣTb)+γ1b

′b+γ2

H∑
i=1

|bi |

I Similar to elastic net, but not quite

I Penalty parameters γ1, γ2 chosen to maximize out-of-sample
performance
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4. Empirical evidence from large sets
of anomalies and stock characteristics



Empirical application

I Initial sanity check: Fama-French 25 size-B/M sorted
portfolios

I If method works, it should recover SDF with SMB and HML
factors

I Main analysis: Stock characteristics portfolios
I 50 anomaly characteristics portfolios
I 70 WRDS financial ratios
I 1,373 interactions of 50 anomalies
I 2,482 interactions of 70 WRDS financial ratios

I Two sets of analyses for each set of characteristics
I Characteristics-weighted portfolio returns
I Principal component portfolio returns

I Questions
I Can we find an SDF sparse in characteristics?
I Can we find an SDF sparse in PCs?
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Empirical application

I Daily returns 1974 - 2016; all in excess of the market index
return

I Drop very small stocks (market caps < 0.01% of agg. market
cap.)

I 4-fold cross-validation
I Sample split in 4 blocks
I 3 blocks used for estimation of b
I Remaining block used for out-of-sample evaluation: R2 in

explaining average returns of test assets with fitted value
µ̂ = b̂Σ.
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FF25 PCs: OOS R2 from two-penalty specification
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FF25 PCs: Coefficient paths as function of L1-penalty in
two-penalty specification
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List of 50 Characteristics

Size Investment Long-term Reversals 
Value Inv/Cap Value (M) 
Profitability Investment Growth Net Issuance (M) 
Value-Profitability Sales Growth SUE 
F-score Leverage Return on Book Equity 
Debt Issuance Return on Assets (A) Return on Market Equity 
Share Repurchases Return on Equity (A) Return on Assets 
Net Issuance (A) Sales/Price Short-term Reversals 
Accruals Growth in LTNOA Idiosyncratic Volatility 
Asset Growth Momentum (6m) Beta Arbitrage 
Asset Turnover Industry Momentum Seasonality 
Gross Margins Value-Momentum Industry Rel. Reversals 
D/P Value-Prof-Momentum Industry. Rel. Rev. (LV) 
E/P Short Interest Industry Momentum-Rev 
CF/P Momentum (12m) Composite Issuance 
Net Operating Assets Momentum-Reversals Stock Price 

 



50 anomalies: OOS R2 from two-penalty specification
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50 anomalies: Coefficient paths as function of L1-penalty
in two-penalty specification
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50 anomalies PCs: OOS R2 from two-penalty specification
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50 anomalies PCs: Coefficient paths as function of
L1-penalty in two-penalty specification
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70 WRDS ratios: OOS R2 from two-penalty specification
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70 WRDS ratios: Coefficient paths as function of
L1-penalty in two-penalty specification
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70 WRDS ratios PCs: OOS R2 from two-penalty
specification
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70 WRDS ratios PCs: Coefficient paths as function of
L1-penalty in two-penalty specification
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Anomaly interactions: OOS R2 from two-penalty
specification
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Anomaly interactions PCs: OOS R2 from two-penalty
specification
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WRDS ratios interactions: OOS R2 from two-penalty
specification
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WRDS ratios interactions PCs: OOS R2 from two-penalty
specification
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High-dimensional setting: Summary

I Substantial shrinkage of SDF coefficients required for good
out-of-sample performance

I Limited sparsity in characteristics
I Some are eliminated when set of characteristics includes ones

not previously known to predict returns (WRDS ratios)
I Otherwise not much redundancy among previously researched

characteristics.

I Stronger sparsity in principal component factors
I Economically sensible: Risk premia earned mostly by major

sources of return covariance
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Conclusions

I It is not possible to describe the cross-section of expected
stock returns with a an SDF based on a small number of
characteristics

⇒ Debate about whether we need 3, 4, or 5 characteristics-based
factors seems beside the point

I e.g., Hou, Xue, Zhang (2015), Fama and French (2016),
Novy-Marx (2017)

I A somewhat sparse representation of the SDF is possible by
focusing on major common factors (high-variance PCs)
extracted from the covariance matrix of a large set of
characteristics-based portfolios

⇒ Makes economic sense both in asset pricing models with
rational and in models with imperfectly rational investors
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